
Summary / Objectives:

Estimating Costs of Generation IV Systems

This webinar will provide an overview of the Economic Modelling Working Group’s 
Cost Estimating Guidelines for Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems (GIF, 2007). 
Topics include an overview of the Guidelines, a comparison of the Guidelines with 
other nuclear power plant cost estimating models, and a discussion of 
benchmarking activities by the EMWG with INPRO.
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Looking back over the startup phase of the GIF-EMWG:
Economic Modeling Working Group (EMWG) created to define the economic 

criteria for selecting GIF supported technologies (GIF systems) by the cross-
cutting Evaluation Methodology Group (EMG) composing the early Gen-IV 
Roadmap Committee which selects GIF systems. Two economic criteria: EC-1 low 
total capital investment cost, and EC-2 low average cost, levelized unit energy 
costs, LUEC were selected, “Cost Estimating Guideline” and a transparent cost 
estimating tool, G4-ECONS, were developed by EMWG in 2007.

Code of Accounts and LUEC:
GIF Code of Account (COA) developed for estimated LUEC. COA is bottom-up 

approach to accumulate the total capital investment cost (TCIC). LUEC 
composed by annualized TCIC, Operation and Maintenance (O&M), and Fuel 
costs.  



TCIC:
TCIC composed by Direct cost, Indirect Services Costs, Owner’s Costs, financial 

cost, interest during construction (IDC) and contingencies. TCIC except financial, 
interest and contingency costs is called as overnight cost. Some case consider 
Initial Fuel Core Load cost as fuel cost but this case consider this as TCIC because 
this cost is significant as initial cost. The overnight cost of Molten Salt Reactor 
(MSR) estimated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was $3350/kWe
(2011USD) for example. IDC estimated depend on construction period.
Estimation of appropriate contingency is needed. The rate of contingency could be 
decrease in stage of project definition. TCIC was estimated by ORNL in 2011 as 
$3149/kWe for the Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) System with 9% 
enriched uranium compare with $4012 of PWR12 for example. 

O&M and Fuel Costs:
Such kind of staffing cost and repair cost are estimated as O&M cost. 

Decontamination & Dismantling (D&D) cost are estimated as contributions to a 
sinking fund. Fuel cost includes front end and backend cost. Fuel cost was 
estimated as $10.74/MWh for AHTR System with 9% enriched uranium compare 
with $5.60 of PWR12 for example. 



Cost estimation of LUEC by ORNL and NEA:
ORNL estimated as $30.56 /MWh for System 80+, $48.18/MWh, $43.05/MWh 
for AHTR System with 9% enriched uranium. NEA is regularly reporting the 
estimated levelized cost of each counties. Relatively low overnight cost was 
estimated for AR1400 in Korea and AP1000/CPR1000 in China.

Benchmarking G4-ECONS and NEST developed by IAEA:
NEST was developed in 4 phases by IAEA, and it was extended to treat 

designs of break-even closed fuel cycle and multiple conversion rates in 
Version 4. The benchmark study between G4-ECONS and NEST was carried 
out with selected thermal reactor (high performance LWR by KIT) and fast 
reactor (BN-800 by Rosatom) and identified little deference but not 
significant.  




